Products

**MOTION MEASURER**

*Accurate measuring for sprayers*

The DMI-Surveyor model IIS measures linear distance to an accuracy of one to three feet in a mile and speeds with an accuracy of 99 percent. It can be instructed to read out in either distance or rate of motion to constantly monitor pesticide application. The device can also figure area and volume or cost per unit traveled. Advanced microprocessor technologies allow measurement in any factor: inches, feet, meters, miles, or acres covered.

The unit can be self-installed in about 30 minutes to any ground vehicle with wheels. Retail cost of the unit is $289.00 with additional vehicle attachment kits available for $39.00 to accommodate the base instrument in alternate vehicles.

Write 201 on reader service card

**LEAF BLOWER**

*Features "3-jobs" versatility*

The new MTD Model 241-890 Leaf Blower is designed to spot blow leaves and turf litter into piles for easy pick-up. With an optional extension hose, it works as a close-in blower for tight, hard-to-reach spots. And it converts to a handy lawn vacuum with quick pulverizing and shredding action, with a nylon collection bag with its optional vacuum attachment.

The 5-hp, 97-pound unit is all steel with 10-inch adjustable rear wheels and swivel nose wheel. The unit's adjustable chute relector (left and right, up and down) directs leaves and turf litter into piles for easy pick-up. Write 204 on reader service card

**INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE**

Remodel your present storage space, update with NEW Stafford VERTICAL BAG RACKS

- Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
- Framer, easier storage
- Easy to install and add more as needed
- Damper bags dry faster — no mildew
- Provides a neat appearance

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available. Write 112 on free information card

**—an Easy Motion**

The Lightning Hoe is the only wick applicator available for use in selective weed control throughout the United States, according to Hardy-Roberson, Inc. The lightweight unit can be used along fence lines, in and around ditches, along property lines, buildings and other specialized spot applications. A version of the standard 4-foot Lightning Hoe is also available.

The closed system wick applicator works on the same principle as the oil lamp. When the handle is filled one-half to one-third full of herbicide, it flows by capillary action to saturate the individual sections of specially constructed wick ropes. The Lightning Hoe becomes a herbicide brush that wipes a killing dose on unwanted weeds and grasses.

Write 205 on reader service card

**FENCE TOOL**

*Five-in-one tool splices wire*

The Nicopress® Fence Tool No. FT-2345 will splice wire, remove wire sag, tension wire, remove staples and out wire. The National Telephone Supply Co. says that, with their tool, fence can be spliced four times faster than twisting. The two wires to be spliced are inserted in a sleeve and the sleeve is crimped with the tool. The splice is as strong or stronger than the original wire.

The Nicopress fence tool has drop forged, hardened steel construction, cushion grip insulated handles and toggle action for increased mechanical power. Reversible and hardened cutter blades hold up to 9-gauge steel wire for a clean cut. The serrated nose grasps wire firmly for pulling around fence posts. The rounded claw end pulls staples in one easy motion.

Write 203 on reader service card

**SALT METER**

*Indicates soluble soil salts level*

Advanced Marketing has introduced a meter that gives a five-second test to determine whether soluble salt in the soil exist at a "safe" or "danger" level. There is no battery required, the meter is permanently calibrated and guaranteed. Standards and performance are validated by a State Department of Agriculture Center, according to Stanley Blum, President of Advanced Marketing, Inc.

Write 207 on reader service card

**PIPE JOINT STIK**

*For use on irrigation systems*

A non-toxic, lead-free compound in stick form, the LA-CO Plasto-Joint Stik can be used on threads made of any kind of plastic, from A.B.S. to P.V.C., Polystyrene, Nylon, Duralastic and Cycolac. Manufactured by Lake Chemical Co., the compound withstands water, acids and alkalies. It is non-hardening and joints can be disassembled easily at any time.

Write 209 on reader service card

**GOLF CAR**

*Has self-adjusting brakes*

Melex USA, Inc. has introduced the first golf car with self-adjusting brakes. Dubbed the Melex Turtle, both 3- and 4-wheel electric cars have new individual rear-wheel brakes, featuring precision machined drums. A new, simplified torsion bar seat brake is included as standard equipment, as are spike guards, sweater basket and mud guards.

Write 202 on reader service card